. The contributions of Polya are given in these references but have not been published by Polya himself. 3 The number of independent cycles, c, in a graph with p points and k lines is given by the Euler formula c = k -p + 1. 4 Actually it is not sufficient to prove, as in Riddell, op. cit., and Riddell and Uhlenbeck, op. cit., that the correction terms in these expansions are small, since the total number of terms grows with p. One must show that the sum of all correction terms is dominated by the leading term for large p and k > p log p. A rigorous proof is straightforward but is too lengthy to include in this note. 5 The precise range of k is not known. Polya proves that relation (3) is valid if Ik -1/p (p -1)1 < cp, where c is a positive constant. However, the range is probably larger; in any case, the range certainly covers the majority of graphs.
INDICES OF RANK AND OF SINGULARITY ON ABELIAN VARIETIES BY R. C. GUNNING DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS, PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Communicated by S. Bochner, November 2, 1956 The present note is an outline of the formalism of the higher indices of singularity introduced by Comessatti on Abelian varieties' and their relation to the rank problem on algebraic varieties.
1. Let M. be a compact complex manifold; . = E r ("a) be the exterior algebra of closed, complex differential forms on M., bigraded according to type; H(Mn, C) = E Hd(Mn, C) be the complex cohomology algebra of M.; and H(Mn, Q) = E Hd(M", Q) be the rational cohomology algebra of M, considered as a subalgebra of H(M?, C). The de Rham theory establishes an algebra homomorphism p: r H(Mr, C) (onto); the submodule First, if M, is a nonsingular algebraic variety with b12 = 1, the totally k-effective cohomology classes of dimension d < n are dual to the ineffective cycles of classes >k in the sense of Lefschetz;2 the indices introduced above then reduce to wellknown invariants. Second, if M. is a compact complex torus, H(M., C) is an exterior algebra isomorphic to the subalgebra ro of r consisting of differential forms with constant coefficients, the isomorphism being determined by the period matrix Q of the torus, while H(Mn, Q) is isomorphic to the subalgebra of ro consisting of differential forms with rational periods. The indices of rank and of singularity can then be expressed directly in terms of the period matrix. In particular, let (ZZ) = (Q/Q) -1, where E = (ols) is a 2n X n complex matrix. Thus the index Cnlk2n-d in a sense gives the dimension of the set of d-dimensional cycles lying on k-dimensional algebraic subvarieties of Mn. The proof of this result follows from a theorem of Lefschetz,2 which asserts that a (2n -2)-dimensional cycle is represented by a divisor (effective or not) if and only if its dual cohomology class is represented by a differential form of type (1, 1) , and from a theorem of
